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In The Ikigai Journey, authors Hector Garcia and Francesc Miralles take their international
bestseller Ikigai: the Japanese Secret to a Long and Happy Life a step further by showing you
how to find your own ikigai through practical exercises, such as employing new habits and
stepping outside your comfort zone. Ikigai is the place where our passion (what we love),
mission (what we hope to contribute), vocation (the gifts we have to offer the world) and
profession (how our passions and talents can become a livelihood) converge, giving us a
personal sense of meaning. This book helps you bring together all of these elements so that
you can enjoy a balanced life. Our ikigai is very similar to change: it is a constant that
transforms depending on which phase of life we are in. Our "reason for being" is not the same
at 15 as it is at 70. Through three sections, this book helps you to accept and embrace
that—acting as a tool to revolutionize your future by helping you to understand the past, so you
can enjoy your present. Section 1—Journey Through the Future: Tokyo (a symbol of modernity
and innovation) Section 2—Journey Through the Past: Kyoto (an ancient capital moored in
tradition) Section 3—Journey Through the Present: Ise (an ancient shrine that is destroyed and
rebuilt every twenty years) Japan has one of the longest life spans in the world, and the
greatest number of centenarians—many of whom cite their strong sense of ikigai as the basis
for their happiness and longevity. Unlike many "self-care" practices, which require setting aside
time in an increasingly busy world, the ikigai method helps you find peace and fulfillment in
your busy life.
Train trips are classic yet very of the moment. This book introduces its readers to a wide
variety of trains and routes from around the world that all offer extraordinary travel
experiences.
A lavishly illustrated account of human travel with a foreword by Simon Reeve, from the
voyages of the Vikings to the flight to the Moon. Journeys have arisen from all manner of
impulse, from migration and the search for food, to pilgrimages, trade, scientific curiosity, or
simply the quest for adventure. Journey is a stunning visual guide to the stories of human
movement and endeavour, from The Silk Road to the epic Voyager missions. Discover ancient
maps, biographies of conquerors, explorers, and travellers, stories of scientific discovery and
technological innovation, stunning works of art, and catalogues of travel-related memorabilia.
This truly worldwide account is a glorious celebration of human journeys, and will make an
impressive gift for any lover of travel and history.
Travel Book: A Travel Guide of Hidden Gems That Takes You on a Journey You Will Never
Forget If you're traveling the world - or if you just want to travel the world from your armchair this book will enlighten and amuse you. It could add a few unusual stops to your itinerary, as
well. We suggest some intriguing natural sights, such as the perfectly conical Chocolate Hills,
Indian pilgrimage mountains topped by temples, whole forests of identikit crooked trees, and
volcanoes inside volcanoes. Perhaps festivals are more to your taste. Would you prefer the
anarchic creativity of Burning Man, a Japanese cry-baby competition, or a massive food fight?
We'll also tell you which major city still lets shepherds drive their flocks through the streets
every autumn. If you've ever wondered where you can see the most human skulls in one place,
we have a whole section on macabre sights that will answer that question and many more. A
slightly different take on the impermanence of human life comes with industrial tourism, from
abandoned whaling stations to massive salt mines. If you enjoy shopping on your travels, we
have a whole section devoted to great markets and funfairs, including flea markets, souks, and
even specialized markets where you can shop for Buddhist amulets. And we finish with a look
at alternatives to the bucket list for travelers who want to avoid the crowds and explore
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somewhere a bit different. Plus, because the internet (as everyone knows) is made of cats, we
have the purrfect section on cat islands, cat cafes, cat temples and even a whole city called
Cat. Perhaps you're just too busy this year for that round-the-world trip. But this book could
give you ideas ... and deliver a lot of fun facts en route. This book will uncover hidden gems
you never knew existed! It takes travelling to a whole new level!
Finally, Lonely Planet has made the Atlas kids have been waiting for! With 160 pages of
illustrated maps, engaging infographics, mind-blowing photography and a large dose of
humour, this is the atlas that shows kids aged 8 and up what the world is really like.
The Rough Guide to Europe on a Budget is the ultimate guide to exploring this fascinating
continent on a shoestring, with coverage of all the top sights, the clearest mapping of any
guide and handy hints on how to save money. Discover the highlights of Europe, from the
vibrant capitals of London, Paris and Rome to the great outdoors, whether skiing in the Alps,
hiking in the Tatras or surfing on the Portuguese coast. Read about Europe's great attractions
from the Sistine Chapel in Rome to the Aya Sofia in Istanbul. And with coverage of four new
countries - Montenegro, Albania, Macedonia and Bosnia-Hercegovina, The Rough Guide to
Europe on a Budget is more comprehensive than ever before. Find practical advice on
travelling around Europe, whether by InterRail, Eurail or bus, and what to see and do in each
country. With up-to-date descriptions of the best hostels and budget hotels in Europe, bars in
Europe, cafés, cheap restaurants, and European shopping and festivals this guide is the
budget-conscious traveller's must have item for European trips.
Even the most avid readers of travel guides and travel literature will not have encountered a
book quite like this one. It is huge and heavy but reasonably priced, and it is vastly informative,
which is its calling card. All the writers who contribute to the Lonely Planet travel guide series
have put heads, knowledge, and experience together.
A haunting echo of today, this beautiful book explores the unimaginable decision to abandon
home in the face of war.
This full-colour edition highlights the clamour and throng of Lonely's Planet's favourite urban
landscapes and is filled with breathtaking photography, perfect for the armchair traveller.
Includes its 'Top 10 Cities' feature still identifying the best cities in the world.
Where can travel writing go in the twenty-first century? Author and lifelong travel writing
aficionado Tim Hannigan sets out in search of this most venerable of genres, hunting down its
legendary practitioners and confronting its greatest controversies. Is it ever okay for travel
writers to make things up, and just where does the frontier between fact and fiction lie? What
actually is travel writing, and is it just a genre dominated by posh white men? What of travel
writing’s queasy colonial connections? Travelling from Monaco to Eton, from wintry Scotland
to sun-scorched Greek hillsides, Hannigan swills beer with the indomitable Dervla Murphy, sips
tea with the doyen of British explorers, delves into the diaries of Wilfred Thesiger and Patrick
Leigh Fermor, and gains unexpected insights from Colin Thubron, Samanth Subramanian,
Kapka Kassabova, William Dalrymple and many others. But along the way he realises how
much is at stake: can his own love of travel writing survive this journey? The Travel Writing
Tribe tackles head on the fierce critical debates usually confined to strictly academic
discussions of the genre. This highly original book compels readers and travellers of all kinds
to think about travel writing in new ways.
Written by the founders of HoneyTrek.com, this inspiring book reveals hidden-gem destinations
and insider tips for unforgettable couples travel. In these informative pages, Mike and Anne
Howard--officially the World's Longest Honeymooners and founders of the acclaimed travel
blog HoneyTrek--whisk you away to journeys of a lifetime. Drawing on their experience
traveling together across seven continents, they curate the globe and offer tested-andapproved recommendations for intrepid couples, bringing culture, adventure, and romance to
any couple--no matter their age or budget. Chapters are organized by type of destination (for
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example, beaches, mountains, and deserts) to help travelers discover new places and
experiences based on their interests. Each entry focuses on a specific region, getting to the
essence of each locale and its one-of-a-kind offerings. The authors reveal the best time to visit,
the best places to stay, and recommended activities--each with their own adventure rating to
illustrate level of intensity. Special features include funny and insightful stories from the
Howards' own adventures, expert advice from other renowned traveling couples, and tips to
increase the romance and excitement at each destination. A large map shows every location
covered in the book, and each entry has a locator map depicting the city and country. Both
entertaining and informative, this book is an invaluable resource and inspiration for a lifetime of
travel.
A journey along the seemingly endless Russian border - from North Korea in the Far East
through Russia's bordering states in Asia and the Caucasus, crossing the Caspian Ocean and
the Black Sea along the way. "Erika Fatland [is] shaping up to be one of the Nordics' most
exciting new travel writers" National Geographic **SHORTLISTED FOR THE STANFORDS
DOLMAN TRAVEL BOOK OF THE YEAR 2020** "A hauntingly lyrical meditation to the
contingencies of history" Wall Street Journal "[An] impressive mix of history, reportage and
travel memoir" Washington Post The Border is a book about Russia and Russian history
without its author ever entering Russia itself; a book about being the neighbour of that mighty,
expanding empire throughout history. It is a chronicle of the colourful, exciting, tragic and often
unbelievable histories of these bordering nations, their cultures, their people, their landscapes.
Through her last three documentary books - one about terrorism in Beslan, one about the 2011
terror attacks in Norway and one about post-Soviet Central Asia - social anthropologist Erika
Fatland has established herself as a sharp observer and an outstanding interviewer at the
forefront of Nordic non-fiction. Translated from the Norwegian by Kari Dickson
Buckle up for the next installment in our 'Epic' series and the follow-up to Epic Bike Rides of
the World. Epic Drives of the World, a beautiful hardback, showcases 50 of the greatest road
trips on Earth, from classic routes in America, Australia and Europe, to incredible adventures in
Asia and Africa. Organised by continent, each route features a first-hand account, aweinspiring photographs, illustrated maps and practical advice on when to go, how to get there,
where to stay and what to eat. From Hawaii's Hana Highway and Vietnam's Ho Chi Minh Road,
to Utah's National Park Circuit and Germany's Black Forest High Road, Epic Drives of the
World will inspire any motorist to hit the open road. African and Middle East drives include: The
self-drive Safari (Zambia) Crossing the Kalahari (Botswana) Passing over the Panorama Route
(South Africa) Marrakesh to Taroudannt (Morocco) Cruising Clarence Drive (South Africa) The
Americas drives include: The Highway to Hana in Hawaii (USA) The Salar de Uyuni (Bolivia)
The Pacific Coast Highway (USA) Crossing the Carretera Austral (Chile) Canada's Icefields
Parkway Asia drives include: On the trail of Ho Chi Minh (Vietnam) Crossing the Kathmandu
Loop (Nepal) Hightailing from Thimphu to Gangtey (Bhutan) South Korea: From top to toe The
road from Srinagar to Manali (India) Europe drives include: Black Forest High Road (Germany)
The Wilds of Abruzzo (Italy) Croatia's Adriatic coast Norway's west coast The Magic Circle
(Iceland) Oceania drives include: Southern Alps explorer (New Zealand) The Great Ocean
Road (Australia) Northland & the Bay of Islands (New Zealand) Following the Captain Cook
Highway (Australia) Alice Springs to Darwin (Australia) About Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is a
leading travel media company and the world's number one travel guidebook brand, providing
both inspiring and trustworthy information for every kind of traveller since 1973. Over the past
four decades, we've printed over 145 million guidebooks and phrasebooks for 120 languages,
and grown a dedicated, passionate global community of travellers. You'll also find our content
online, and in mobile apps, video, 14 languages, 12 international magazines, armchair and
lifestyle books, ebooks, and more, enabling you to explore every day. Lonely Planet enables
the curious to experience the world fully and to truly get to the heart of the places they find
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themselves, near or far from home. TripAdvisor Travelers' Choice Awards 2012, 2013, 2014,
2015 and 2016 winner in Favorite Travel Guide category 'Lonely Planet guides are, quite
simply, like no other.' - New York Times 'Lonely Planet. It's on everyone's bookshelves; it's in
every traveller's hands. It's on mobile phones. It's on the Internet. It's everywhere, and it's
telling entire generations of people how to travel the world.' - Fairfax Media (Australia)
Important Notice: The digital edition of this book may not contain all of the images found in the
physical edition.
The Lonely Planet Kids Travel Book: Mind-Blowing Stuff on Every Country in the World
How can we think more deeply about our travels? This was the question that inspired Emily
Thomas' journey into the philosophy of travel. Part philosophical ramble, part travelogue, The
Meaning of Travel begins in the Age of Discovery, when philosophers first started taking travel
seriously. It meanders forward to consider Montaigne on otherness, John Locke on cannibals,
and Henry Thoreau on wilderness. On our travels with Thomas, we discover the dark side of
maps, how the philosophy of space fuelled mountain tourism, and why you should wash
underwear in woodland cabins... We also confront profound issues, such as the ethics of
'doom tourism' (travel to 'doomed' glaciers and coral reefs), and the effect of space travel on
human significance in a leviathan universe. The first ever exploration of the places where
history and philosophy meet, this book will reshape your understanding of travel.
Get ready for a journey through every country in the world. In this fourth edition of The Travel
Book each country features an all-new profile that includes details of when to visit, what to see
and do, and how to learn more about the country's culture from its film, music, food and drink.
All brand new, incredible photography illustrates each country, depicting what life is like in each
nation from photographic portraits of people, to beautiful landscapes and vibrant scenes of
street life. Supported by colourful and detailed mapping, this title will bring the world to life for a
new generation of travellers. As a premium 416-page hardback package it will inspire
wanderlust and make an impressive gift! About Lonely Planet:Lonely Planet is a leading travel
media company, providing both inspiring and trustworthy information for every kind of traveller
since 1973. Over the past four decades, we've printed over 145 million guidebooks and
phrasebooks for 120 languages, and grown a dedicated, passionate global community of
travellers. You'll also find our content online, and in mobile apps, videos, 14 languages,
armchair and lifestyle books, ebooks, and more, enabling you to explore every day. 'Lonely
Planet guides are, quite simply, like no other.' â?? New York Times 'Lonely Planet. It's on
everyone's bookshelves; it's in every traveller's hands. It's on mobile phones. It's on the
Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling entire generations of people how to travel the world.'
â?? Fairfax Media (Australia)
*A SCOTSMAN TRAVEL BOOK OF THE YEAR* Stranded at Schiphol airport, Ben Coates
called up a friendly Dutch girl he'd met some months earlier. He stayed for dinner. Actually, he
stayed for good. In the first book to consider the hidden heart and history of the Netherlands
from a modern perspective, the author explores the length and breadth of his adopted
homeland and discovers why one of the world's smallest countries is also so significant and so
fascinating. It is a self-made country, the Dutch national character shaped by the ongoing
battle to keep the water out from the love of dairy and beer to the attitude to nature and the
famous tolerance. Ben Coates investigates what makes the Dutch the Dutch, why the
Netherlands is much more than Holland and why the colour orange is so important. Along the
way he reveals why they are the world's tallest people and have the best carnival outside
Brazil. He learns why Amsterdam's brothels are going out of business, who really killed Anne
Frank, and how the Dutch manage to be richer than almost everyone else despite working far
less. He also discovers a country which is changing fast, with the Dutch now questioning many
of the liberal policies which made their nation famous. A personal portrait of a fascinating
people, a sideways history and an entertaining travelogue, Why the Dutch are Different is the
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story of an Englishman who went Dutch. And loved it.
RV Travel Log and Maintenance Journal Whether you're pulling a 5th wheel camper, you're
towing a teardrop beauty, or you're taking your maiden voyage in your new motorhome, you'll
want to make sure to document the entire journey in this travel notebook. Add To Cart Now
Planning the perfect cross country family vacation, or just traveling around visiting national
parks and campgrounds in different states? Plan it all out with this tracker. Features RV
Maintenance Log Trip Log Meal Planner Shopping List Memory pages Product Description
6x9, 112 pages Uniquely designed matte cover We have lots of great trackers and journals, so
be sure to check out our other listings by clicking on the "Author Name" link just below the title
of this tracker. Ideas On How To Use This Planner Retirement Gift Motorhome Salesman
Buyer Gifts Camping Lover Present
Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher Every country in the world, in one
guidebook: Lonely Planet's The World. A Traveller's Guide to the Planet. We've taken the
highlights from the world's best guidebooks and put them together into one 900+ page
whopper to create the ultimate guide to Earth. This user-friendly A-Z gives a flavour of each
country in the world, including a map, travel highlights, info on where to go and how to get
around, as well as some quirkier details to bring each place to life. In Lonely Planet's
trademark bluespine format, this is the ultimate planning resource. From now on, every
traveller's journey should start here... Nearly 1000 colour photos of must-visit highlights More
than 200 colour maps The guidebook every traveller needs to own About Lonely Planet: Lonely
Planet is a leading travel media company and the world's number one travel guidebook brand,
providing both inspiring and trustworthy information for every kind of traveller since 1973. Over
the past four decades, we've printed over 145 million guidebooks and phrasebooks for 120
languages, and grown a dedicated, passionate global community of travellers. You'll also find
our content online, and in mobile apps, video, 14 languages, 12 international magazines,
armchair and lifestyle books, ebooks, and more, enabling you to explore every day. Lonely
Planet enables the curious to experience the world fully and to truly get to the heart of the
places they find themselves, near or far from home. TripAdvisor Travelers' Choice Awards
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016 winner in Favorite Travel Guide category 'Lonely Planet
guides are, quite simply, like no other.' - New York Times 'Lonely Planet. It's on everyone's
bookshelves; it's in every traveller's hands. It's on mobile phones. It's on the Internet. It's
everywhere, and it's telling entire generations of people how to travel the world.' - Fairfax
Media (Australia) Important Notice: The digital edition of this book may not contain all of the
images found in the physical edition.
From London across Europe through India and Asia, this was a trip of discovery made in the
mid-seventies, a time before the West had embraced the places, peoples, food, faiths and
cultures of the East. To visit the lands of The Great Railway Bazaar is an encounter with all
that is truly foreign and exotic.
Take a journey across the 50 states to discover the country's most iconic destinations and
experiences. Find the best art and culture, food and drink, family-friendly places and gain local
insight into unmissable parks, museums, attractions, and more.
Hundreds of oversized images of the world's most spectacular destinations are featured along
with service information on the best and most authentic ways to experience them. A candy box
full of visual delights, this book will inspire tangible ideas for everyone's next great trip. National
Geographic takes you on a photographic tour of our world in this spellbinding new coffee table
travel gift book. Hundreds of Earth's most breathtaking locales are illustrated with vivid,
oversized full-color images taken by Nat Geo's world-class photographers. These images,
coupled with evocative text, feature a plethora of visual wonders: ancient monoliths, scenic
islands, stunning artwork, electric cityscapes, white-sand seashores, rain forests, ancient
cobbled streets, and both classic and innovative architecture. Loaded with hard service
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information for each location, Destinations of a Lifetime has it all: when to go, where to eat,
where to stay, and what to do to ensure the most enriching and authentic experience.
Presents a pictorial guide to travel around the world, featuring color photographs and
descriptions of more than two hundred countries, along with key facts, maps, cultural insights,
and travel tips for each nation.
Discover the joys of slow travel. It's the journey, not the destination, so the saying goes, and
what better way to see the world than by moving through it. Take an epic road trip through the
Scottish Highlands, set off on a breathtaking bike ride through Bollenstreek's bulb fields, jump
aboard the romantic Venice Simplon-Orient-Express - these are once-in-a-lifetime adventures
that will stay with you forever. Featuring over 200 inspirational entries, Unforgettable Journeys
is a vibrant celebration of taking the scenic route. We've picked the world's best adventures,
from cruising around Alaska and Antarctica to train journeys in Zambia and Zimbabwe. Of
course, the big-hitters are covered - interrailing through Europe, driving Route 66 and walking
the Camino de Santiago - but we also take you off-the-beaten path, cycling around the Loire
Valley, kayaking through Finnish lakeland and trekking through Australia's stunning Blue
Mountains. We've organized the ebook by types of transport, so whether you're an avid hiker,
cyclist or driver, or love to be on the water or on the rails, we've got you covered.

The Africa Book covers 54 countries and all 5 regions of Africa through maps,
history, geography, and a selection of classic journeys and itineraries. This book
is an inspirational, in-depth celebration of this intriguing continent through
arresting images and text. Absolutely the most comprehensive coffee table book
on Africa ever produced.
Take a trip through 86 of the world's greatest cities. A mix of photography,
beautiful illustrations and hand drawn maps take readers on an incredible world
tour. Each page is packed with facts on city living - from food and festivals to
architecture and history. This stunning compendium of cities is the perfect gift for
curious kids everywhere.
Another spellbinding trip around the globe with some of today's most celebrated
writers and journalists Condé Nast Traveler is the preeminent travel magazine in
the United States, boasting a readership of 3.5 million. This second collection of
the award-winning magazine's best travel writings, includes essays by luminaries
such as, Robert Hughes, Russell Banks, E. L. Doctorow, André Aciman, Pico
Iyer, and Edna O'Brien. As the world becomes smaller and ever more accessible,
interest in travel writing is only growing greater. So whether readers are
preparing for their own journeys or just indulging in an armchair adventure, this
new volume of The Condé Nast Traveler Book of Unforgettable Journeys will
open their eyes to the world.
Winner of the the British Academy Nayef Al-Rodhan Prize for Global Cultural
Understanding 2018 Winner of the Stanford Dolman Travel Book of the Year
2017 Winner of the 2017 Highland Book Prize Winner of the Saltire Society Book
of the Year 2017 Shortlisted for the RSL Ondaatje Prize 2018 Shortlisted for the
Baillie Gifford Prize 2017 Shortlisted for the Duff Cooper Prize 2017 Shortlisted
for the Bread and Roses Award 2018 Shortlisted for the Gordon Burn Prize 2017
Shortlisted for the National Circle of Critics Award 2017 When Kapka Kassabova
was a child, the borderzone between Bulgaria, Turkey and Greece was rumoured
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to be an easier crossing point into the West than the Berlin Wall so it swarmed
with soldiers, spies and fugitives. On holidays close to the border on the Black
Sea coast, she remembers playing on the beach, only miles from where an
electrified fence bristled, its barbs pointing inwards toward the enemy: the holidaymakers, the potential escapees. Today, this densely forested landscape is no
longer heavily militarised, but it is scarred by its past. In Border, Kapka
Kassabova sets out on a journey to meet the people of this triple border Bulgarians, Turks, Greeks, and the latest wave of refugees fleeing conflict further
afield. She discovers a region that has been shaped by the successive forces of
history: by its own past migration crises, by communism, by two World wars, by
the Ottoman Empire, and - older still - by the ancient legacy of myths and
legends. As Kapka Kassabova explores this enigmatic region in the company of
border guards and treasure hunters, entrepreneurs and botanists, psychic
healers and ritual fire-walkers, refugees and smugglers, she traces the physical
and psychological borders that criss-cross its villages and mountains, and goes
in search of the stories that will unlock its secrets. Border is a sharply observed
portrait of a little-known corner of Europe, and a fascinating meditation on the
borderlines that exist between countries, between cultures, between people, and
within each of us.
The definitive pictorial dedicated to travel and the world, The Travel Book
combines stunning images with entertaining, informative text. Features userfriendly A-to-Z coverage, with double-page spreads, of every country in the world.
"The Road to Oxiana" by Robert Byron. Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered
gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good
Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for
all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly
and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
A Whimsical Journey Through India is a vivid feat of re-imagining a youthful rite
of passage. The narrative begins with a mystical, biographical and poetic
invocation, spanning the journey; beautifully illustrated.
This brand new edition of the bestselling kid's Travel Book covers every country
in the world, with thousands of amazing facts on wildlife, sports, food, festivals
and a wide range of other quirky insights on every page. A mix of wow
photography and beautiful illustrations brings each land to life. For readers aged
8 years and up.
Features selections from the sketchbooks of forty artists, illustrators, and designers that
capture their travels around the world in drawings and paintings.
The iconic writer's travel log from the uncharted shores of West Africa. Leaving Europe
for the first time in his life, Graham Greene set out in 1935 to discover Liberia, then a
virtually unmapped republic on the shores of West Africa. This captivating account of
his arduous 350-mile journey on foot - a great adventure which took him from the
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border with Sierra Leone to the Atlantic coast at Grand Bassa - is as much a record of
one young man's self-discovery as it is a striking insight into one of the few areas of
Africa untouched by Western colonisation. Journey Without Maps is regarded as a
masterclass in travel writing. WITH A FOREWORD BY TIM BUTCHER AND AN
INTRODUCTION BY PAUL THEROUX 'One of the best travel books this century'
Independent
Aly expected to make new friends, get quirky jobs and maybe stay in some dodgy
hostels. Little did she know that her journey down under would take a dark turn which
left her stranded 10,000 miles from home trying to piece back together the fragments of
her now broken life. After working hard towards her dreams of becoming a clinical
psychologist, Aly had a sudden realisation that there must be something more out there
away from the books she had been burying her head into for the past 3 years. She
decided to hang her degree on the wall and book a one-way ticket to Australia, a
decision which would change her entire life. Through the relationships she made, the
jobs she took and the landscapes she wandered, Aly reveals her full story for the first
time. Behind her YouTube videos and blog posts remained a deep dark secret that she
was never ready to share, until now.
From the world's most adventurous travel publisher, a colouring book like no other.
Over 60 illustrations of people, buildings, wildlife and landscapes from amazing places
around the world, produced on elegant 140gsm paper - so no show-through! Each
illustration is accompanied by an informative caption from one of our acclaimed travel
guides. After that, it's up to you.Whether you're stuck in an airport lounge, sunning
yourself on an isolated beach or fighting the lockdown blues at home, The Traveller's
Colouring Book is the perfect antidote to wanderlust. Mindfulness has never been so
enriching, inspirational - or colourful.
Keggie Carew has an unerring instinct for being in the wrong place at the wrong time, of
putting her foot in it and making a hash of things. From the repercussions of a missing
purse, to boiling a frog, or the holiday when the last thing you could possibly imagine
happens, Keggie has been there. She also has an enviable talent for recycling
awfulness and turning embarrassment into gold. In prose that will make you laugh,
wince and curl your toes, Keggie Carew shares her most humiliating, awkward,
uncomfortable, funny, true, terrible and all-too-relatable moments.
An eye-opening and fascinating slow travel journey from an acclaimed writer who
circled the globe without ever leaving the ground. In this age of globalism and highspeed travel, Seth Stevenson, the witty, thoughtful Slate columnist, takes us back to a
time when travel meant putting one foot in front of the other, racing to make
connections between trains and buses in remote transit stations, and wading through
the chaos that most long-haul travelers float 35,000 feet above. Stevenson winds his
way around the world by biking, walking, hiking, riding in rickshaws, freight ships, cruise
ships, ancient ferries, buses, and the Trans-Siberian Railway-but never gets on an
airplane. He finds that from the ground, one sees the world anew-with a deeper
understanding of time, distance, and the vastness of the earth. In this sensational
travelogue, each step of the journey is an adventure, full of unexpected revelations in
every new port, at every bend in the railroad tracks, and around every street corner.
Highly respected, best-selling spiritual mentors, including Francis Chan, Eugene
Peterson (The Message), Bill Hybels, and others, provide guidance as you navigate
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uncharted roads ahead.
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